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The KEY to our collection!
We are pleased to offer a variety of 
formats in our branches for reading 
and listening to books:

HB – hardback book

PB – paperback book

CD – audiobook on CD

MP3CD – audiobook on CD in MP3 format

The District also offers eBooks and 
digital audiobooks on our website. 
These items require a computer for 
downloading. If you want to listen to 
a digital audiobook or read an eBook 
away from a computer, a portable 
device is required (e.g. tablets, 
eReaders, and smartphones).

EB – eBook
DAB – digital audiobook

Library News & Information

Summer Programs 2016: Ready, Set, Read!
It’s summer at the library! Discover interactive stories about races 
and amazing physical feats. Fuel your creativity by building amazing 
things, creating art, and engineering a tasty treat or an electrical 
wonder. Explore ways to relax and get energized.

The Library District is the place for immersive fun and playful 
learning this summer.

Visit www.scld.org/summer-16/ for more information. 

Spokane Is Reading 2016 Title Announced
Spokane Is Reading announces author Anthony Marra and his 
book, The Tsar of Love and Techno, for the 15th Annual community 
reading event.

Spokane Is Reading, sponsored and organized by Spokane County 
Library District, Spokane Public Library, and Auntie’s Bookstore, will 
host two appearances with Mr. Marra on Thursday, October 27, 2016. 
Both events are free and open to the public.

Visit spokaneisreading.org for details.  

Genealogy services at the Library
Spokane County Library District offers two online genealogy services. 
Ancestry.com is available as an in-library resource and includes 
historical census, immigration, and vital records. Heritage Quest 
Online is available for use from home and includes over 25,000 family 
and local history books, census records and federal records.

Explore your family’s history. Visit www.scld.org/digital-library/  
and stop by your local library.

AIRWAY HEIGHTS 
509.893.8250

ARGONNE 
509. 893.8260

CHENEY 
509.893.8280

DEER PARK 
509.893.8300

FAIRFIELD 
509.893.8320

MEDICAL LAKE 
509.893.8330

MORAN PRAIRIE 
509.893.8340

NORTH SPOKANE 
509.893.8350

OTIS ORCHARDS 
509.893.8390

SPOKANE VALLEY 
509.893.8400

Outreach Services are 
designed for those in 
the community who 
are unable to visit any 
of the District’s 10 
libraries. Outreach also 
acts as the local liaison 
for Washington Talking 
Book & Braille Library.
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FICTION
ANDREWS, V.C.
BITTERSWEET DREAMS
Mayfair is young, beautiful, and brilliant. 
Unfortunately her intelligence alienates her 
from most people, so she is intrigued by the 
attentions of a handsome English teacher and  
a popular senior.
398 pages HB EB

ARCHER, Jeffrey
COMETH THE HOUR
The lives of the Clifton family are in turmoil. 
Harry is trying to facilitate a rescue from a gulag 
in Siberia, and Sebastian Clifton is facing a 
takeover of his bank.
691 pages HB CD DAB EB

BERENSON, Alex
THE WOLVES
John Wells has vowed to track down the 
instigator of a plot to force the U.S. and Iran to 
go to war. Strangely, international authorities 
don’t want him to interfere. 
569 pages HB DAB EB

BINCHY, Maeve
A FEW OF THE GIRLS
Times change, but people are the same. They 
have hopes and dreams, fall in and out of love, 
go on holidays, and celebrate new jobs. This is a 
collection of their stories.
513 pages HB DAB EB

BIVALD, Katarina
THE READERS OF BROKEN 
WHEEL RECOMMEND
Sara arrives in dreary Broken Wheel, Iowa, to 
discover the friend she came to see has died. 
Instead of returning home, Sara opens a book 
shop and transforms the town. 
643 pages PB DAB EB

BLACKWELL, Juliet
THE PARIS KEY
Genevieve spent joyful childhood summers in 
Paris. Now, with her life crumbling, she returns to 
Paris to discover that the city holds family secrets 
that could protect or destroy her.
495 pages HB DAB EB

BRIZZI, Fausto
100 DAYS OF HAPPINESS
Loveable, unfaithful, and imperfect Lucio hasn’t 
long to live and sets out to right wrongs, win 
back his wife, and enjoy every last moment.
545 pages HB DAB

BROWN, Pierce
MORNING STAR
On the planet Mars, Darrow wants to live in 
peace, but his enemies want to enslave his 
people. Now they must rise up and claim their 
long denied destiny.
811 pages HB CD EB

BUTTERWORTH, William E.
THE HUNTING TRIP
Philip W. Williams III was expelled from boarding 
school at age 16. An inauspicious beginning to a 
life filled with romance, adventure, and intrigue.
613 pages HB 

CARR, Robyn
WHAT WE FIND
Neurosurgeon, Maggie Sullivan, seriously needs a 
break and is heading home to Sullivan’s Crossing. 
Unfortunately her visit is going to be anything but 
relaxing.
489 pages HB CD EB

CHEVALIER, Tracy
AT THE EDGE OF THE ORCHARD
In 1853 Robert Goodenough worked his way 
west to get away from his family. When he 
reached the Pacific, he had to make a decision, 
turn back or keep going.
417 pages HB CD DAB EB

COBEN, Harlan
FOOL ME ONCE
Retired special ops pilot Maya witnesses an 
impossible image on her nanny cam. She sees her 
two year old daughter playing with her recently 
murdered husband.
501 pages HB EB
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FICTION
COONTS, Stephen
THE ART OF WAR
A Chinese sleeper cell has planted a bomb in 
the harbor near Norfolk, Virginia. It’s up to Jake 
Grafton and his team to save the converging 
Atlantic Fleet.
673 pages HB CD MP3CD

CUSSLER, Clive
THE GANGSTER
In New York in 1906, the murders of powerful 
men have Isaac Bell working day and night. Isaac 
suspects the killers are working their way up to 
the President. 
495 pages HB CD DAB EB

DOIG, Ivan
LAST BUS TO WISDOM
Eleven-year-old Donal is always in trouble with 
Aunt Kate. When Kate sends Donal back to 
Montana, he is surprised to discover Kate’s 
henpecked husband is going with him.
713 pages HB CD EB

EVANS, Harriet
A PLACE FOR US
At her 80th birthday party, Martha Winter, and 
her husband David, have decided they can no 
longer live with a lie, so a long held family secret 
must be revealed.
713 pages HB 

FIELDING, Joy
SHE’S NOT THERE
Fifteen years ago, on a family vacation in Mexico, 
Caroline’s two-year-old daughter vanished from 
their hotel room. Now a voice on the phone says, 
“I think I’m your daughter.”
551 pages HB MP3CD EB

GARDNER, Lisa
FIND HER
Kidnapped while on spring break, Flora survived 
a 472-day ordeal with a sexual predator. Now 
suspected predators in Boston are dying… and 
Flora has tangled with every one.
623 pages HB CD EB

GRAY, Shelley
WHISPERS IN THE READING 
ROOM
Librarian Lydia Bancroft is shocked to learn that 
Sebastian Marks owns an infamous saloon. When 
Lydia’s abusive fiancée is murdered, Sebastian 
may be her only hope.
423 pages HB 

GRAY, Shelley Shepard
A SON’S VOW
Following a fire caused by her father, the town 
turns against Darla’s family. Lukas, who lost his 
father in the fire, can’t stand by and see Darla hurt.
327 pages HB 

HASHIMI, Nadia
WHEN THE MOON IS LOW
Mahmoud, his wife Fereiba, and their children 
were a happy, middle-class family until the Taliban 
murdered Mahmoud. Fereiba and her children are 
now forced to make impossible choices.
609 pages HB DAB EB

HEYER, Georgette
ROYAL ESCAPE
In 1651 Charles II is defeated at the Battle of 
Worcester. Hoping to escape, he hides in the 
English countryside disguised as a servant while 
waiting for passage to France.
681 pages HB 

HUBBARD, Charlotte
PROMISE LODGE
Founded by three Amish sisters working to put 
misfortune behind them, Promise Lodge is a colony 
where faith and love can make things new.
459 pages PB 

HUNT, Angela
BATHSHEBA
Forced to become one of King David’s wives, 
Bathsheba struggles to protect her son while 
dealing with a dark prophecy that threatens the 
king’s household.
517 pages HB EB
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FICTION
HURWITZ, Gregg
ORPHAN X
Raised to be a covert assassin, Evan Smoak 
becomes “Nowhere Man,” someone who helps 
when people have nowhere else to turn. But who 
is going to help him?
549 pages HB CD EB

JACKSON, Lisa
AFTER SHE’S GONE
Sisters Cassie and Allie Kramer came to L.A. to 
take the town by storm. Now Allie is missing, and 
Cassie has no memory of their last time together.
622 pages HB CD EB

JONG, Erica
FEAR OF DYING
Former actress, Vanessa Wonderman, is watching 
those around her age and die. Can her fantasies 
of youth be rekindled on zipless.com, a website 
promising encounters with “no strings attached”? 
369 pages HB EB

KINGSBURY, Karen
BRUSH OF WINGS
Despite having a serious heart condition, Mary 
Catherine moves to Uganda to work in an 
orphanage. Now friends and family are on a 
desperate mission to bring her home.
455 pages HB CD DAB EB

LECKIE, Ann
ANCILLARY MERCY
Fleet Captain Breq is hoping to improve the lives 
of residents of Atheok station, but trouble is 
brewing and the odds are Breq and her crew will 
be in the middle of it.
487 pages HB DAB EB

LEE, Robinson
LAWYER FOR THE DOG
Recently divorced, Sally Baynard has been 
appointed as the lawyer for a charming schnauzer 
in a bitter divorce case. Believe it or not, this 
means things are looking up.
302 pages HB EB

MCCALL SMITH, Alexander
BERTIE’S GUIDE TO LIFE  
AND MOTHERS
At 44 Scotland Street, Bertie is planning his 7th 
birthday party and wishing he was older, so he 
didn’t have to invite girls. Other residents are 
dealing with life’s foibles. 
384 pages HB CD EB

MCMORRIS, Kristina
THE EDGE OF LOST
On Alcatraz Island in 1937, prison staff are 
searching for a guard’s missing daughter. An 
inmate knows her whereabouts, and both of 
their lives depend on the outcome of the search.
557 pages PB EB

MICHAELS, Fern
POINT BLANK
The members of the Sisterhood, whose mission 
is to aid and protect, are working on a plan to 
locate a friend’s daughter missing in China. The 
odds aren’t on their side. 
373 pages HB 

MICHAELS, Fern
NO SAFE SECRET
Molly’s life appears perfect, with a successful 
husband and a home in an exclusive 
neighborhood. But things aren’t as lovely as they 
seem, and Molly’s smooth veneer is cracking.
373 pages HB CD

PARKER, T. Jefferson
CRAZY BLOOD
Wylie Welborn, the illegitimate grandson of 
Carson family patriarch Adam, is back in the 
resort town Mammoth Lakes, following a stint in 
Afghanistan. Family tensions are running high.
489 pages HB CD

PAVONE, Chris
THE TRAVELERS
Disillusioned with his job and his life, journalist 
Will Rhodes accepts an offer he can’t refuse and 
is thrown into a deadly conspiracy. Now he’s 
running for his life.
657 pages PB DAB EB
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FICTION
REAY, Katherine
THE BRONTE PLOT
Bad decisions have caused Lucy’s life to crumble 
around her. But facing her problems may give her 
a fresh chance at life and love.
383 pages HB EB

ROSS, Ann B.
MISS JULIA INHERITS A MESS
Miss Julia has become executor of Mattie 
Freeman’s estate. Now she must sort out a house 
full of clutter because there might be a treasure 
hidden within.
507 pages HB CD DAB EB

SANDFORD, John
SATURN RUN
An object approaching Saturn has been spotted 
through a space telescope. Now an international 
race is on to retrieve it because the object did not 
come from Earth. 
775 pages HB CD DAB EB

SIMONSON, Helen
THE SUMMER BEFORE THE WAR
Newly arrived Latin teacher Beatrice Nash is 
enjoying her summer in the village of Rye. But it’s 
1914, and England is about to go to war.
689 pages PB CD DAB EB

STEEL, Danielle
BLUE
Following family tragedy, Ginny became a human 
rights worker in the worst areas around the 
globe. A chance encounter with a homeless teen 
named Blue will change both their lives.
382 pages PB CD

STONE, Alison
PLAIN PERIL
Hannah is back in her former Amish community 
to care for her nieces following her sister’s death. 
As an outsider she soon attracts the attention of 
a killer.
321 pages HB 

TAYLOR, Brad
THE FORGOTTEN SOLDIER
The Taskforce works in the shadows. Now 
a member of the team is out to avenge his 
brother’s death, and Pike Logan must choose 
between his friend and his country.
653 pages HB CD EB

TRIPP, Dawn
GEORGIA
Georgia O’Keefe is an unknown art teacher 
when she travels to New York to meet famed 
photographer Alfred Stieglitz. He’ll make her 
famous but forces her to make difficult choices.
487 pages HB EB

WALTERS, Louise
MRS. SINCLAIR’S SUITCASE
Roberta works at the Old and New Bookshop. 
Her lonely life is turned upside down when she 
discovers an old letter inside her grandmother’s 
battered suitcase. 
437 pages HB DAB

WHITE, Karen
THE FORGOTTEN ROOM
In 1945 Dr. Kate Schuyler treats Captain Cooper 
Ravenel in a private Manhattan hospital. The 
hospital is in a converted mansion where they 
discover that their lives and the house are 
connected.
518 pages HB CD EB

WILLIAMS, Beatriz
ALONG THE INFINITE SEA
A vintage Mercedes connects Pepper Schuyler 
with the glamorous and mysterious Annabelle 
Dommerich. They have much in common, 
including long hidden family secrets.
649 pages HB CD DAB EB

WOODS, Stuart
FAMILY JEWELS
Stone Barrington’s new client is a wealthy, poised 
woman who attracts trouble. Now she’s involved 
in two lethal crimes, and Stone must uncover 
buried secrets before she becomes a victim.
361 pages HB CD DAB EB
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MYSTERY
ABBEY, Sparkle
DOWNTON TABBY
Animal therapist Caro Lamont is returning 
Graham Cash’s cat, Toria, when she discovers 
Graham’s business partner is dead and Graham 
is missing—leaving Caro with an anxious cat and 
lots of questions.
333 pages HB 

ANDREW, Sally
RECIPES FOR LOVE AND MURDER
Tannie (auntie) Maria writes an advice column, 
with recipes, for the local paper. When a woman 
she helped is murdered, Tannie Maria feels 
compelled to bring the killer to justice.
595 pages PB CD DAB EB

CARL, JoAnna
THE CHOCOLATE FALCON FRAUD
Lee Woodyard is busy running the chocolate 
shop, preparing for an upcoming festival, and 
planning a building remodel. Everything is put on 
hold when a dead body falls at her feet.
323 pages HB 

CATES, Bailey
MAGIC AND MACAROONS
When a stranger collapses on the floor of her 
bakery mumbling about voodoo, magical baker 
Katie Lightfoot starts investigating because 
Savannah’s magical community is in danger.
421 pages PB 

CHRISTIE, Agatha
ORDEAL BY INNOCENCE
Dr. Arthur Calgary recently recovered from a two-
year episode of amnesia to discover that he could 
have prevented an innocent (and now deceased) 
man from going to prison.
319 pages HB

CHRISTIE, Agatha
THE SECRET ADVERSARY
Following WWI, Tommy Beresford and Tuppence 
Cowley are trying to find a mystery woman 
named Jane Finn. The mere mention of the name 
causes strange reactions all over London. 
383 pages HB DAB EB

COEL, Margaret
THE MAN WHO FELL FROM THE SKY
Robert Walking Bear died in the mountains, and 
his death seemed accidental. But rumors are 
flying that he was murdered by family, and Father 
John O’Malley feels compelled to investigate.
425 pages HB EB

FLUKE, Joanne
VENGEANCE IS MINE
Michele Layton is shocked by the deaths 
occurring in her hometown. Locked away in the 
Holy Rest mental ward, a deranged preacher 
prays for vengeance. Are his prayers being 
answered?
365 pages PB EB

FLUKE, Joanne
WEDDING CAKE MURDER
Hannah Swensen is planning her wedding and 
participating in a televised Dessert Chef contest. 
The celebrity judge has lots of enemies, and 
when he’s murdered there are lots of suspects.
529 pages HB CD EB

GALBRAITH, Robert
CAREER OF EVIL
Horrified to receive a package containing a 
woman’s severed leg, Robin and her boss P.I. 
Cormoran Strike set out to find the perpetrator, 
putting them within reach of a killer.
751 pages HB CD

HERBERT, A. L.
MURDER WITH FRIED CHICKEN 
AND WAFFLES
Halia Watkins is busy running her restaurant, 
Mahalia’s Sweet Tea, and fending off sleazy 
entrepreneur Marcus Rand. When Rand is 
murdered, Halia and her restaurant may be in 
jeopardy.
405 pages HB 

HOCKENSMITH, Steve
FOOL ME ONCE
Alanis has taken over the White Magic Five and 
Dime and is making amends for her mother’s con 
jobs. Unfortunately making amends may put her 
in touch with a killer.
477 pages HB 
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MYSTERY
JAMES, Peter
YOU ARE DEAD
Detective Superintendent Roy Grace and his 
team are investigating the disappearances of two 
women in Brighton. One recently vanished, and 
the other has been missing for 30 years.
573 pages HB DAB

JANCE, J. A.
CLAWBACK
Ali Reynolds’s father has just become the prime 
suspect in a murder. Now Ali and her husband must 
work to clear her father’s name and find a stone 
cold killer.
527 pages HB CD EB

LOVESEY, Peter
DOWN AMONG THE DEAD MEN
Peter Diamond is in Sussex, reluctantly 
investigating alleged misconduct of a police 
officer. While there, he learns that a local teacher 
has gone missing and the cases may be related.
555 pages HB 

MACNEAL, Susan Elia
MRS. ROOSEVELT’S CONFIDANTE
In 1941, British special agent Maggie Hope is 
visiting the White House posing as Churchill’s 
secretary. Maggie’s special skills will come into 
play when a White House aide is murdered.
493 pages PB 

MALLIET, G. M.
THE HAUNTED SEASON
In the sleepy village of Nether Monkslip, murder 
has once again interfered with village life. The 
police have called on Max Tudor, village vicar and 
former MI5 agent, for help.
473 pages HB MP3CD DAB EB

QUINN, Spencer
SCENTS AND SENSIBILITY
Chet, a former police dog, and his partner 
P.I. Bernie Little return home from vacation to 
discover they have been robbed, and the “lovely” 
old couple next door may be involved.
435 pages HB CD EB

RANKIN, Ian
EVEN DOGS IN THE WILD
D.I. Siobhan Clarke is investigating the death of a 
government prosecutor. The clues aren’t adding 
up, and Clarke and her partner call on recently 
retired inspector John Rebus for help.
617 pages HB 

RANKIN, Ian
THE BEAT GOES ON
This collection of stories spans the career of the 
irascible John Rebus from his beginning as a 
young detective to his retirement.
877 pages HB CD DAB

RENDELL, Ruth
DARK CORNERS
Carl Martin inherited his father’s home in a trendy 
London neighborhood. Needing cash, Carl rented 
the upstairs to Dermot McKinnon—a mistake 
that will involve Carl in blackmail and murder.
295 pages HB CD DAB EB

ROBB, J. D.
BROTHERHOOD IN DEATH
Lieutenant Eve Dallas of the NYPSD wants to 
know what happened to former judge Edward 
Mira. He was last seen bruised and bloody, but 
Edward and the evidence have disappeared. 
589 pages HB MP3CD EB

SEFTON, Maggie
PURL UP AND DIE
Kelly is enjoying summer, time with her boyfriend, 
and a challenging knitting class. That’s all about 
to change because her best friend’s son has been 
accused of murder.
399 pages HB EB

TODD, Charles
NO SHRED OF EVIDENCE
A man, injured during a rescue from a sinking 
boat, lies in a coma. A witness claims the rescuers 
tried to kill him. Inspector Rutledge is sent to sort 
things out.
500 pages PB DAB
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NONFICTION
BARROW, Will
BUSTER
958.1047 BARROW 
Buster is an English springer spaniel trained to 
sniff out explosives. This is his story with his 
partner RAF Police Flight Sergeant Will Barrow, 
during which Buster saved thousands of lives. 
313 pages HB 

BULL, Andy
SPEED KINGS
796.952 BULL
The must-see event in the 1932 Winter Olympics 
in Lake Placid was bobsledding. The American 
team consisted of a playboy, an actor, a Rhodes 
Scholar turned boxer, and a charismatic kid.
605 pages HB

ENGEL, Richard
AND THEN ALL HELL BROKE LOOSE
956.054 ENGEL
Foreign correspondent Richard Engel has endured 
gunfire and bombs and been taken hostage—all 
while keeping a level head, a sense of humor, and 
reporting on the conflict in the Middle East.
329 pages HB 

GILBERT, Joanne D.
WOMEN OF VALOR
943.3053 GILBERT 
Joanne Gilbert has assembled a collection of 
dramatic stories of Polish women who fought the 
Nazis in World War II and survived to continue 
the fight for human rights.
342 pages HB

KALANITHI, Paul
WHEN BREATH BECOMES AIR
616.99424 KALANIT
Paul Kalanithi went from neurosurgeon to cancer 
patient when he was diagnosed with terminal 
lung cancer. This memoir details his new look on 
life as he confronts his own mortality.
241 pages HB CD DAB EB

KONDO, Marie
SPARK JOY
648 KONDO 
World renowned decluttering expert Marie 
Kondo leads you step by step through the 
process of tidying, organizing, and feeling joy by 
simplifying your life. 
489 pages PB DAB EB

QUINN, Jane Bryant
HOW TO MAKE YOUR MONEY 
LAST
322.024 QUINN 
With people living longer, the question “will my 
money last?” is not an unreasonable one. Jane 
Bryant Quinn offers strategies on how to keep 
your money growing throughout your retirement.
587 pages HB EB

RHIMES, Shonda
YEAR OF YES
808.225 RHIMES
Shonda Rhimes is responsible for three hit TV 
shows. But Shonda is an introvert, and it took a 
challenge from her sister for her to face her fears, 
and change her life.
373 pages HB DAB EB

SCARPA, Linda
THE MAFIA HIT MAN’S 
DAUGHTER
364.1523 SCARPA 
Linda grew up with the best toys, nicest clothes, 
and a close-knit family. Outside her family, 
classmates avoided her. Eventually she learned 
why: they were afraid of her father.
319 pages HB 

THEROUX, Paul
DEEP SOUTH
975 THEROUX
On several road trips, Theroux travelled the Deep 
South experiencing great food, music, scenery, 
tremendous poverty, hardship, and, best of all, 
amazing people who would not live anywhere else.
769 pages HB 
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VAN DYKE, Dick
KEEP MOVING
791.45028 VAN DYK 
Legendary actor, dancer, and comedian Dick Van 
Dyke proves that living each day with enthusiasm 
is the best elixir of youth.
275 pages HB CD DAB EB

WEINER, Eric
THE GEOGRAPHY OF GENIUS
153.98 WEINER 
Travel writer Eric Weiner explores the history 
of places where people made significant 
contributions to humanity: Ancient Athens, Song 
Dynasty Hangzhou, and Silicon Valley. Through 
his travels he always asks: why?
617 pages HB EB

WINIK, Jay
1944: FDR AND THE YEAR THAT 
CHANGED HISTORY
940.5373 WINIK 
1944 was a year that could have slowed the 
Allies and allowed Hitler to cement his power. 
This is a fresh look at a year that changed the 
twentieth century.
1027 pages HB 

COATES, Ta-Nehisi
BETWEEN THE WORLD AND BE
B COATES
Written in the form of a letter to his teenage son, 
in this memoir, Ta-Nehisi Coates describes what 
it is like to be a black man in America today and 
shares his hopes for his son and for the future.
337 pages HB CD DAB EB

COVENEY, Michael
MAGGIE SMITH
B SMITH
From musical comedy in London’s West End, to 
the formidable Dowager Countess on Downton 
Abbey, Maggie Smith has become one of the 
greatest and most loved actors of our time.
653 pages HB DAB EB

FINNEGAN, William
BARBARIAN DAYS: A SURFING LIFE
B FINNEGA
As a teenager in California, then Hawaii, William 
Finnegan surfed through his turbulent teenage 
years. As an adult, surfing became a quest for 
adventure and perfection of an art for Finnegan.
707 pages HB EB

FRANKLIN, Jonathan
438 DAYS
B ALVAREN
In 2012 Salvador Alvarenga took his boat out 
fishing off the coast of Mexico. A violent storm 
swamped his engine and sent Alvarenga on a 
miraculous 9,000-mile journey.
350 pages HB DAB

HOTCHNER, A. E.
HEMINGWAY IN LOVE
B HEMINGW
A.E. Hotchner and Ernest Hemingway were 
friends for many years. Over time Hemingway 
confided to Hotchner the highs and lows and 
regrets of his storied romantic life.
175 pages HB DAB

REYNOLDS, Burt
BUT ENOUGH ABOUT ME
B REYNOLD
Burt Reynolds tells how he became an actor and 
the highs and lows that followed. He also dishes 
on the ladies that have shared his life.
447 pages HB

SHATNER, William
LEONARD
B NIMOY
Actors Leonard Nimoy and William Shatner had 
no idea when they began filming Star Trek that 
their friendship would grow and last for 50 years.
369 pages HB DAB EB

NONFICTION
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BALOGH, Mary
INDISCREET
In the country visiting his brother, Viscount 
Rawleigh longs for a little diversion and Catherine 
Winters seems easy prey. The handsome lord is 
about to get a big surprise.
497 pages HB 

BOYLE, Elizabeth
THE KNAVE OF HEARTS
Lavinia’s season went from shining to dismal 
following an unfortunate incident at Almack’s. 
Tuck Rowland is about to rescue her, but it’s a 
wager, not love, that compels him.
547 pages HB EB

CABOT, Amanda
IN FIREFLY VALLEY
Marisa’s new job as business manager at the 
struggling Rainbow’s End resort has a bright 
spot, Blake Kendall. But Blake has a secret that 
could spoil everything.
573 pages HB EB

CHASE, Loretta
VIXEN IN VELVET
Simon Blair, Marquess of Lisburne, feels he 
deserves to take time from family obligations to 
seduce dressmaker Leonie Noirot, but Leonie is 
about to teach him a valuable lesson.
537 pages HB EB

CHASE, Loretta
DUKES PREFER BLONDES
While working with her favorite charity helping 
children in trouble, Lady Clara Fairfax turns to tall, 
dark and annoying barrister Oliver Radford for help.
551 pages HB DAB EB

FEATHER, Jane
TRAPPED BY SCANDAL
Lady Hero Fanshawe is going to Paris to search 
for her missing brother. Her best hope is to 
dress as a boy and join forces with handsome, 
enigmatic William Ducasse.
481 pages HB 

ROMANCE
FEEHAN, Christine
SPIDER GAME
Trap is a GhostWalker and a trained killer. He’s in a 
Cajun dive in the middle of the swamp waiting for 
Cayenne. Cayenne is beautiful, alluring, and deadly.
685 pages HB EB

GRAVES, Jane
BABY, IT’S YOU
Kari ran away from her wedding and headed 
for Texas Hill Country. Marc Cordero is ready to 
head for parts unknown when a runaway bride 
appears on his doorstep.
471 pages HB EB

HEWITT, Kate
RAINY DAY SISTERS
Hartley-by-the-Sea is the village where Lucy 
Bagshaw has moved into the home of her half-
sister Juliet. It’s tricky business learning to be a 
family and even trickier learning about love.
479 pages HB DAB

HEYER, Georgette
THESE OLD SHADES
Justin Alastair, Duke of Avon, has an unsavory 
reputation, so he is not prepared for the change 
in his life when he saves a street urchin from a 
beating.
561 pages HB 

HIGGINS, Kristan
ANYTHING FOR YOU
Jessica and Connor have had a long-standing, 
sometimes rocky, relationship. When Connor 
asked Jessica to marry him she said no, but now 
she’s not sure. Is it too late?
479 pages HB CD EB

HOYT, Elizabeth
DEAREST ROGUE
Lady Phoebe Batten is pretty, vivacious, and 
almost totally blind. Her overprotective brother 
insists she have an armed bodyguard, the 
irritating Captain James Trevillion.
461 pages HB DAB EB
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HUBBARD, Charlotte
HARVEST OF BLESSINGS
Nora Landwehr has returned to Willow Ridge to 
make it her home. Hoping to reconcile the past 
and embrace the future, she is surprised that 
Luke Hooley wants to help.
453 pages PB DAB

KILPATRICK, Sally
BITTERSWEET CREEK
Julian stood Romy up right after their wedding. 
Now Romy is back in town to finalize her divorce 
and find out what really happened on that night 
ten years before. 
489 pages HB EB

LAURENS, Stephanie
THE LADY’S COMMAND
Captain Declan Frobisher and Lady Edwina 
Delbraith interrupt their honeymoon when Declan is 
required to sail to West Africa, where they discover 
the key to happiness is intrigue and danger.
399 pages HB CD DAB EB

MALLERY, Susan
THE FRIENDS WE KEEP
Gabby, Hayley, and Nicole support each other 
through life’s ups and downs. Gabby wants a 
career, Haley wants a child, and Nicole is tempted 
by a second chance at love.
579 pages HB MP3CD EB

MCANEAR, Sharon
CORNER OF BLUE
In the turbulence of the 60s, Jemmabeth has 
always been a good girl and half the town is 
giving her advice. Will she listen to their advice 
after she meets Paul?
497 pages HB 

NEGGERS, Carla
THE SPRING AT MOSS HILL
Kylie has a new neighbor at Moss Hill. He’s a 
scary looking private investigator with a sense of 
humor. He is also about to turn Kylie’s quiet life 
upside down.
443 pages HB 

ROMANCE
NOVAK, Brenda
A WINTER WEDDING
Recovering from a broken heart, Kyle fights his 
attraction to Lourdes Bennett who is renting his 
farmhouse for the holidays. His resolve is getting 
weaker by the minute.
535 pages HB DAB EB

PUTNEY, Mary Jo
NOT ALWAYS A SAINT
Along with his newly inherited title and estate, 
Daniel must find a wife. He didn’t expect to be 
suddenly intoxicated by a mysterious woman, 
known as the Black Widow.
366 pages HB EB

RAYE, Kimberly
TEXAS THUNDER
The Tuckers and the Sawyers, famous Texas 
moonshine families, have been feuding for years. 
Desperate times call for desperate measures, and 
Callie Tucker must strike a deal with Brett Sawyer. 
389 pages HB 

SHALVIS, Jill
ALL I WANT
Zoe Stone is happy to be a pilot based in 
Sunshine, Idaho. When her brother’s friend Parker 
comes to town, Zoe finds him irritating. But that 
doesn’t last for long.
419 pages HB DAB EB

SHALVIS, Jill
MY KIND OF WONDERFUL
Bailey has a bucket list topped by skiing in the 
Rockies. But skiing in the Rockies has introduced 
her to Hudson Kincaid. Now her other adventures 
may have to wait.
427 pages HB 

WOODS, Sherryl
WILLOW BROOK ROAD
Carrie is at loose ends since returning to 
Chesapeake Shores to heal a broken heart and 
find a new career. Could Sam Winslow be the 
answer to both problems?
454 pages HB CD EB
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BRAND, Max
THE CURE OF SILVER CANÕN
Three novellas, The Señor Coyote, The Power of 
Prayer and The Cure of Silver Cañon, showcase the 
work of one of America’s favorite western authors.
318 pages HB 

GREY, Zane
PANGUITCH
Panguitch is a legendary wild stallion, and  
Chane Weymer is determined to capture him.  
But murderous horse thieves are determined  
to get both Chane and the legendary horse.
430 pages HB 

JOHNSTONE, J. A.
BULLETS DON’T DIE
Conrad Browning, a.k.a the Loner, teams up  
with Jared Tate, a troubled, aging U.S. Marshal 
who has made a lot of enemies. Now they must 
fight to the last bullet.
287 pages HB 

JOHNSTONE, William W.
WINCHESTER 1887
The Mann family, young James, and his father 
Millard have managed to provoke the McCoy-
Maxwell gang. But they have a deadly secret 
weapon on their side, a 12-gauge, lever-action 
Winchester.
455 pages PB EB

JOHNSTONE, William W.
SHAWN O’BRIEN, TOWN TAMER
Shawn wasn’t content to settle down on the 
family ranch. His sharp eyes, fast draw, and 
burning desire to make the West safe for decent 
people, instead, made him the town tamer.
429 pages PB 

JONES, Jim
WANING MOON
Land-grabbing Bill Chapman and his hired 
killer are threatening the town. The sheriff has 
disappeared, and now the men and women of 
Cimarron must take a stand.
395 pages PB 

WESTERN
KNOTT, Robert
ROBERT B. PARKER’S BLACKJACK
Territorial Marshals Virgil Cole and Everett 
Hitch are happy that the town of Appaloosa 
is prospering. But with prosperity comes 
carpetbaggers, drifters, thieves, whores and a 
new challenge every day.
427 pages HB CD

LODGE, Stephen
CHARLIE SUNDAY’S TEXAS OUTFIT
Charlie wants his grandson to have a legacy of 
the Old West. So in 1899, together with Charlie’s 
old cronies, they drive 300 head of longhorns 
across the diminishing frontier. 
501 pages PB 

MARCH, J. D.
AN UNEASY ALLIANCE
Former gunfighter Johnny Fierro is struggling 
with life as a rancher, and it seems townsfolk and 
family prefer he leave. Attitudes quickly change 
when lawless drifters bring trouble to Cimarron.
533 pages PB 

MURPHY, Robert Lee
BEAR CLAWS
Orphaned teenager Will Braddock and his 
friend Lone Eagle must prevent outlaw Paddy 
O’Hannigan from blowing up a train carrying 
presidential candidate Ulysses S. Grant.
411 pages PB 

ROBBINS, David
RALPH COMPTON: THE LAW  
AND THE LAWLESS
Cestus Calloway and his gang are bank robbers 
with one fast rule: Don’t kill. But the law from 
Alpine hurt one of the gang. Now they are 
planning revenge.
435 pages PB EB

WHEELER, Richard S.
EASY STREET
Jay Warren’s father is a wealthy, self-made man 
who believes Jay should make his own way. Now 
Jay is in Cheyenne looking for an easy life—and 
finding nothing but trouble.
351 pages HB 


